Chapter 8 - Using Active Learning in the Classroom
Active learning shifts the focus from the teacher and deliv-

course content on assessments. The spoils have tended

ery of course content to the student and active engagement

to go to students with good short-term memories and

with the material. Through active learning techniques and

reading skills.

modeling by the teacher, students shed the traditional role as
passive receptors and learn and practice how to apprehend
knowledge and skills and use them meaningfully.
• What is “active learning”?
• Integrating Active Learning into the Classroom
• A Sampling of Active Learning Techniques

Among the student population, there have always been
those who have the wherewithal to make connections among
course concepts, generate and ask themselves meaningful
questions and then search for answers, and interact with
readings through annotations (i.e., dialoguing with the texts
through notes in the margins rather than the copious highlighting that leaves most textbooks filled with more secondary

• Additional Active Learning Activities

colors than black on white).

• Resources for Active Learning

However, the majority of students need to be provided with
active learning opportunities to approach this ideal; and even

What is “active learning”?
Active learning involves providing opportunities for stu-

those who are self-directed will learn more and be able to
apply their learning more adeptly when course activities are
based on active learning.

dents to meaningfully talk and listen, write, read, and reflect

Active learning shifts the focus of instruction from what

on the content, ideas, issues, and concerns of an academic

should you, the instructor, teach or deliver to students to

subject. (Meyers & Jones, 1993, p. 6)

what do you want students to be able to do with course mate-

Research and anecdotal evidence overwhelmingly support
the claim that students learn best when they engage with
course material and actively participate in their learning.
Yet the traditional teaching model has positioned students
as passive receptors into which teachers deposit concepts
and information. The model has emphasized the delivery of
course material and rewarded students adept at reflecting the
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rial. Similarly, students must enter class prepared to use
assigned readings and reviewed material from past classes,
etc. Not only are students expected to be up-to-date on course
material, but to have assimilated the material so they can use
and build on it. When students recognize that your course involves active learning, they will also recognize that they must
be active if they are to succeed in the course.
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Active learning techniques are not educational magic bul-

use active learning principles to develop activities for your

lets. Of course some of your students may not be willing to

students that best reflect both your own teaching style and

abandon their passive roles. But between those who are self-

the material, types of thinking, and approaches to the subject

motivated and those who choose to sink, there is most likely a

necessary to comprehend and apply the topic. Doing so will

large middle group who, with some facilitating from you, will

make you an “active teacher,” and you will cross beyond the

be active learners and markedly improve their performance

essential, but incomplete, role of content expert. Content ex-

and long-term command of the material.

pertise and active teaching will provide students the opportu-

The obstacle to integrating active learning techniques into
your class is contained within Confucius’s aphorism:
I hear and I forget.
I see and I remember.
I do and I understand.
Unfortunately, in most physical and virtual classrooms, we
are limited to the very senses Confucius claims to be ineffective pathways for understanding. When used in isolation,
hearing or seeing (or reading) does not make for the kind of

nity to become engaged learners and dynamic thinkers.

Active Learning Techniques Support
the University’s Instructional Goals
When students learn actively, they retain more content for a
longer time and are able to apply that material in a broader
range of contexts.
Many faculty members assume that their role is to teach.
Instead, think: My role is to help students learn.

learning we aspire to create in the classroom. We have all

New research shows that faculty who are facilitators, col-

been students listening to lectures and filled with trepidation

laborators, leaders, and organizers are having great success

that we would be responsible for information that, even as we

in helping students prepare for lifelong learning and making

heard it, was slipping through our grasp. We have watched

them more capable to work in fields where they must acquire

slides or videos and wondered how we could integrate the

new skills and knowledge regularly.

images into our knowledge banks to be accessible for use in
some future exam.
This chapter presents active learning techniques that can help
mitigate the limitations of most classroom situations. Still,
grasping the principles of active learning will do far more for
your teaching than simply using these activities as if they are
templates to be filled in with your respective content. Rather,
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Integrating Active Learning
into the Classroom

have them submit a page or two of their own active reading,

Active learning can be applied to most commonly used

text to reflect on the larger subject of the course can broaden

course activities, depending on whether they involve the

and sharpen their thinking and learning.

student or they position the student as a receptacle passively

at first, and comment on it, showing them where one more
vertical step in their thinking about the text, or how using the

receiving content.

Make your examples sufficient and competent, but do not

Even lecturing, which may seem to be inherently passive,

demoralize the very audience you are trying to inspire. Cross-

can be an active learning experience if the following

outs in the margins or, in something like a journal exercise,

are integrated:

questions that reveal your own uncertainty on an issue or

• Students are provided with a set of questions as well as
instructions to look for answers within the lecture.
• During pauses in the lecture students are asked to jot
down questions. The following class may then begin with
these questions, which can function as connectors from
the previous class to the present class.
• Students are periodically asked throughout the lecture to
(silently) make connections between the current material
and course materials covered previously.

make them so superior to your students’ efforts that they

about a concept can help students see that knowledge is often
constructed rather than just hooked swiftly in a process available only to the chosen.
Similarly, you may periodically stop discussions and offer suggestions for how students may have modified their
comments to engage and build on what another student or
students have said (or, if online, posted). You can model ways
students can cooperatively build validity and move vertically
in their discussions rather than simply free associating and
moving horizontally away from the focus of discussion.

Additional Methods for Cultivating
Active Learning in the Class

As you may have inferred from the discussion above, facilitat-

In addition to using active learning techniques in your class

traditional teaching format; you uncover the topic at hand

(such as the ones described in this chapter), you can also

and permit students the inevitable chance of asking about

model the principles. For example, your students may have

some corner of it with which you may not be totally at ease or

passively read throughout their lives, so a simple direction

about which you may need to say: “I’m not sure, but I’ll

to annotate and interact with text may not lead your students

refine my own thoughts and present them first thing next

to actively read. Show them your own examples of active

class” (or on the discussion board, if you are teaching via a

reading, using a page from their own assigned reading. Then

course website).
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ing active learning may require that you put yourself at risk
– you model learning; you give up the unilateral flow of the
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For your risk, what do you get in return?
• Students who may get excited about the subject
• Students who may learn not only information about

Are some teaching contexts not conducive to using
active learning techniques?
You may reasonably think that if you teach large lecture

the subject but also how to think about the subject

sections that actively involving your students in the learning

(and imagine how valuable that skill is in disciplines

process is not feasible. It may be a bit more difficult to

where paradigms and ideas are quickly changing

conceptualize how you can make it work but most active

and increasing.)

learning techniques, with some modifications, can be applied

• Students who may believe that you are passionate about
learning the subject and who catch your enthusiasm

in large classes.
The guiding principle can be applied to any learning situa-

And even if you do not know that you have touched more

tion. You cannot force students in a lecture hall to engage

than a few students, you will know that you provided oppor-

actively with the material, but you can give them the oppor-

tunity for students to make better use of their ability to learn.

tunity. For example, a handout with basic questions not only
prepares students for your presentation, but also provides
the student, under your direction, a chance to summarize the

Initial Preparation Time

material as answers to the questions.

It is reasonable to think that integrating active learning

If you teach a survey course that requires covering a broad

techniques into your teaching is going to take more time

expanse of material, you may think that using active learning

to prepare. However, once active learning is incorporated

techniques will not permit you to cover the course material.

into your class, you can use and refine the techniques
relatively easily.
And because your students will be making course material
part of their long-term memory and will be able to apply
essential course concepts and theories, less course time will
be needed for reviewing material and answering questions
on content, and more time can be used for higher-level
thinking activities.

Many professors have an overwhelming need to “cover all the
material.” This approach may not be an efficient strategy.
Consider these statistics reported by Meyers and
Jones (1993).
• Students are not attentive to what is being said in a lecture 40% of the time.
• Students retain 70% of the information in the first ten
minutes of a lecture but only 20% in the last ten minutes.
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• Four months after taking an introductory psychology

Active Listening

course, students know only 8% more than students who
had never taken the course.
The implication of such research is that you need to evaluate
and perhaps discuss with others in your department depth
vs. breadth of coverage. You may want to ask a professor who
teaches the next course in your curriculum what is necessary for students to know when they begin that course. You
might just find that it is much more concentrated on analysis
and use of content than recall of the content.

A Sampling of Active
Learning Techniques

The Intention
Active listening gives students a chance to practice restating
in their own words what they have heard. As students form
and restate concepts in their own words, they both gain a
deeper understanding of the material and recognize where
their grasp of the material is insufficient.

The Activity
Paraphrasing spoken statements
• Students pair up. You do not have to classify students as

All active learning techniques are intended to help learners

those who understand and those who do not - simply ask

make relevant connections among course materials; trans-

students to pair.

forming course materials from opaque language or ideas into
something learners can integrate into their own long-term
memory and knowledge bank. The activities that follow are
intended to help learners achieve these objectives. Instruc-

• One student explains a concept, principle or method
to another.
• The listener paraphrases what the teller has said and

tors may, however, find that some just do not fit their style

seeks clarification if necessary. The listener may use such

of teaching or that others would work well in their classroom

phrases as “What I hear you saying is…” and “You’re

or online environment with modifications. Other instructors

saying…” The listener seeks mainly to reflect the teller’s

may find that many activities they have done or currently do

statements back to the teller accurately and does not try

in class need only be infused with active learning principles to

to analyze, judge, or lead the direction of discussion.

become active learning techniques.
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Active Writing

and purpose - they are more apt to write clearly and coherently, than when they think they should model the opaque,

The Intention
Some commonly used short writing assignments ask
students to reiterate what the instructor has said in class
or what an authoritative document, such as a textbook or
article, has stated.
Many of the following suggestions build on those short writing assignments by asking students to think in writing about
those facts, concepts, and issues delivered by content experts.

stilted prose they associate with academic style and language.
Note: Even when provided explicit instructions for a writing assignment, many students may not understand what is
required of them. A good way to inform students of what you
expect is to create and model (briefly) their writing assignments by offering an example that reflects the limits within
which the students will write.
For example, if they will be able to produce only a first draft,
then a model should not be perfect or the result of many

As students “think in writing” they clarify the material for

drafts, and should contain the same kinds of flaws that would

themselves and see what they understand and what they need

appear in a typical example.

help in making sense of it.
Through writing, students order and organize the material so
they can comprehend both the larger picture and the sup-

The Activities: For Individuals
Submitting questions

porting details - building a ladder of abstraction that helps
them see the relation among topics and subtopics.

• Ask students to write down and submit any questions
they have at the end of each class.

Students can use writing to explore a topic or class material,
using the pen as a flashlight that provides them the opportunity and the confidence to think beyond the statements
and thoughts of others and to forge connections among
isolated concepts.

• The answers to these questions become the beginning of
the next class.
• This technique can be used to gauge student learning, as
well as to motivate students to listen. It also provides a
way to review course material before moving forward.

In their work Promoting Active Learning, Meyers and Jones
(1993) suggest that when students are directed to write for
specific “rhetorical contexts” - a specific audience, situation,
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Writing a summary of summaries
• Students write a 2-3-page summary of an assigned reading and exchange summaries.
• Each student then writes a 1-paragraph summary of the
other person’s 2-3-page summary.
• The resulting summary of a summary can be presented
to the class.
Writing to determine comprehension
• Stop in mid-lecture and ask students to write a short list
of everything they know about the topic or a sub-topic.
• Ask a few students to share the results of their “brain
dumps.” This technique can help students remain attentive and provide feedback to you about the students’
knowledge or misunderstandings.

Editing the work of others
• Have students write short papers, exchange them, and
edit each other’s work.
• Guided is the key for successful reviews. Students will
need specific instructions on how to edit the writing of
others, so provide them with a writing review rubric that
organizes criteria for grading.
• Model “constructive” criticism. Many students do not
know how to explain their responses in helpful ways.
Guided peer review of written work can be extremely helpful.
It emphasizes that students should always take the editing
process seriously, and it gives them an idea of the process
that the professor uses to assess student writing.
(This process could be done several times before the final
paper is due.)

The Activities: For Groups
Note taking and revision
• Have a “Notes Completion” session.
• Ask students to exchange notes and fill in any gaps
they identify.
• This technique helps them generate complete notes as
they review the course material.
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Visual-based Active Learning
The Intention

Note: Most visual media is temporal and, unless digitized, it
will be especially difficult for you to locate isolated segments.

The Activities

Visual media, such as films, videotapes, demonstrations,
and even TV, have the advantage of being easy to deliver in
most classroom or online environments and are inherently
interesting to the current generation of students. In addition,
because many visual media are temporal and active, rather
than static, they can be used to show change and dynamic

Films
• Films, as well as other visual media, can be stopped and
important segments viewed, discussed, criticized, or
reflected upon.

qualities, which can be especially useful in teaching the sci-

• Students can be given questions to answer as they watch.

ences or even dance.

• Groups can be established to discover or examine

But the same qualities that make visual media eye-catching
may also mitigate its educational value. Although students

specific points.
• One of the most interesting uses of this media technology

may watch images on a screen with apparent interest, with-

is to allow students to film their own projects. Some have

out your guidance, they likely will become passive receptors

their own cameras; others can check out cameras from

of visual data.

media centers or departments. The best of these films
might be used in future classes.

Whatever media you use, you should guide students in
attending to certain aspects of the presentation through
questions either delivered before the presentation begins or
by periodically stopping the presentation to ask questions or
have students draw connections. You may even want to describe to students how they should watch or attend to a visual
presentation. (Viewers do not naturally examine the more
subtle movements or sounds in a frame.) Unless a visual
medium is used to trigger learning, regardless of its quality or

Overhead projectors or presentation software
• Intersperse, among the slides, questions or activities for
the students.
• Another way to get students active is to give them the
overhead transparency and pen and allow them to do
problem solving as individuals or groups.
• Just one reminder. Do not put your notes on presenta-

instructional merit, it will most likely not be integrated into

tion software, project it in your class, and then read it to

students’ long-term memory or deliver concepts or informa-

the class!

tion students can apply.
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Demonstrations
• During interactive demonstrations, ask students ques-

Collaborative Learning
The Intention

tions such as: “What will happen if…?”
Recent research suggests that individuals in small groups

Brainstorming
The Intention
Brainstorming, in which students are encouraged to generate
as many ideas on the topic as possible without judgment or
critique when they are made, can be used in many learning
contexts, whether solving a problem, generating questions
to ask about a visual presentation, or summarizing the key
points of a lecture. The operant word in the definition of

learn better than they do on their own or in isolation. In light
of the research on active learning, this is not surprising, as a
small group initiates collaborative learning and its resulting
activities: students generate questions, discuss and arrive at
conclusions, turn thought into written or oral language, etc.
Any size class can benefit from collaborative learning. With
some modifications, groups can be successful even in very
large lecture classrooms.

brainstorming is generating. Students can use this session

Some things to think about before you use

as an opportunity to make connections, free associate, and

collaborative learning:

recognize that they have been engaging with the topic in ways
they may not have been aware.

• Some teachers have reported that starting groups at
the beginning of the semester is difficult. Some time is

The Activity

needed for students to get to know one another. Howev-

Group brainstorm

is a way to help them get socialized.

• Begin by asking a question or suggesting a topic.
• Have someone make a list of the ideas on the board
or overhead.

er, getting students in groups, especially in large classes,

• There are physical limitations to grouping - plan
for them. In a class with the chairs permanently attached to the floor, group size might have to be limited.
Desks, chairs, and tables that can be moved will need

These ideas can be the stimulus for a discussion to follow,

to be moved. When students get in the habit of working

topics for projects, topics with which students need assis-

in groups, they will do the rearranging. Try to arrange

tance, or even important points that might be included on an

chairs so that: you can walk around to each group; you

assessment later.

can speak to the class as a whole when you need to; all
students can see projections or demonstrations while
they are in their groups.
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• Researchers say that effective groups have three or four

projects, design enough tasks for every member. Deter-

members but there are other situations in which two

mine if you or the group will distribute the workload and

students are effective. Some faculty members give each

be clear about evaluation criteria. Will each student in

student a role in the group; others let students choose

the group receive the same grade?

the role that best fits them. Teachers sometime assign
groups; others let natural groups form. Some keep the
groups the same all semester; others rotate members.

The Activities
Group problem solving

• Assessment of group work can be the most difficult aspect. Some students will reject being assessed as a group.

• Stop the lecture to ask groups to solve a problem, do an

Sometimes the group will contain a mix of laggards and

activity, find the important points, or the most confusing

gung-ho students. This is where clear instructions and

point, create an outline, create a test question.

precise elaborations on grading are important. Com-

Think-pair-share

mon methods of grading collaborative work move along
a continuum from giving the group a grade as a whole

• This activity starts with each student working individu-

to giving each student a grade depending upon the part

ally on a problem for a short time; then students pair up

he or she played in the group. Another idea is to let the

to compare, synthesize, and finish the assignment. Later

groups do internal assessments of its members. Also, if a

they report to the whole class. This can be expanded to

presentation to the class is involved other students could

create a pyramid when those two students now work with

evaluate it.

two more, and then report to the class.

• Explain the nature and value of putting students into
groups. What will they be able to accomplish in a group
more effectively than they could do alone? Be sure the
group activity contributes toward meeting a desired
learning outcome.
• Give clear directions to the groups before they physically
move. Let them know what they should do in groups and
what their product will be. To promote positive interdependence and individual accountability, outline the
degree of collaboration you expect, and for longer-term

Debates
• Ask debaters (who might be a team) to debate issues
based on verifiable evidence, to clearly state points, to
logically organize issues, and to be persuasive.
• Those not participating in the debate are the judges.
They should have or establish criteria upon which to
base their decision.
• Non-participants should also record at least one point
that the debaters on each side should have made
but did not.
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Peer Teaching

• Instead of choosing topics in the required readings,
choose topics that will supplement the class. This ensures

The Intention
You never really know something until you try to teach it to
someone else.

that students do research on their own.
• Select some of the more effective students to teach to
the entire class. You may wish to participate as a student
and ask helpful or follow-up questions that require the

Each time you step before your class, you marshal a range of

student to extend herself.

skills and knowledge that, together, enable you to guide students toward comprehension of the course material. And you
have most likely recognized that in preparing and delivering
your course, face-to-face or online, you have come to master
the material in a way that is different, and superior in some
ways, to the mastery obtained through the role of student.
Any activity that requires your students to modify and broaden role and performance will encourage active learning.

The Activity
Teaching a topic
• Help students adjust to this new role by having them
teach to a small group. Three or five students pose less

Role Playing, Drama, and Simulations
The Intention
Role-playing can often stimulate affective qualities such as
empathy, as well as understanding of concepts, points of
view, and external constraints on personal action. Putting all
the theories into practice, simulation can be the students’ first
chance to face the realities of what they have learned and the
attitudes they have connected to the learning. Simulation is
a growing topic on the Internet and a search in your discipline may show several simulations that you can use for your
classes. Even in large classes the following activities can work.

of a threat and lessen the degree of failure or embarrassment a student/teacher faces.
• Remind them of all the active teaching and learning techniques that they could use and give them ample preparation time. Most students will not have a clue what you
want them to do, so try modeling what you want them to
do in their “teaching” experience.

The Activities
• Adopt a role
◊ Assign a writing assignment to students while they
are in the role of another person. What would that
person do and what reasons would they have for doing it? How would that person feel?
◊ Have a few students read or act out their writing.
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• Understanding Audience
◊ Ask students to discuss or write in one way for one
audience and another way for another audience so as
to demonstrate their understanding of how different
audiences have different levels of knowledge on an
issue and have different emotional investments in a
conflict or issue.
For example, how would you explain to undergraduate
students the accounting concept “return on investment,”

learning include the following:
• Students experience learning in a collaborative and supportive environment.
• Instructors enhance student motivation by providing real
life problems.
• Students seek useful and relevant knowledge to apply
toward job skills and employment.
• Students identify, analyze, and resolve problems us-

compared to how you might use it to persuade a client to

ing knowledge from previous experiences and courses,

buy a piece of property?

rather than simply recalling it.

Problem-Based Learning
The Intention
Problem-based learning (PBL) begins with a problem prepared by the instructor that generally cannot be easily solved

• Students are self-directed in their learning.

The Activity
Plan and develop a solution
• Students confront a given problem in groups, organize

without data collection and mastery of subordinate skills.

prior knowledge, and attempt to identify the nature of

Students search for resources, and/or faculty guide students

the problem.

to information and resources. Instructors help students learn
to frame the right questions, formulate problems in clear
and organized language, explore alternatives, and make
effective decisions.

• Next, they pose questions about what they do not understand and then design a plan to solve the problem and
identify the resources they need.
• Students must gather prior knowledge as well as infor-

The theory is that by solving problems students learn to gen-

mation that they may not have understood in the past as

erate procedures that they can use again should they encoun-

they work to solve the problem.

ter another, similar situation.

• Solutions may be demonstrated to the class.

Some of the characteristics that make PBL ideal for active
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Team-Based Learning: A Strategic
Approach to Collaborative and
Problem-Based Learning

gether, and they take the same test as a group, discuss-

The Intention

is to use a scratch-off answer sheet called the IFAT (Immedi-

ing the possible answers, and making a group decision on the
best answer. Here they get immediate feedback whether their
answer was correct or incorrect. One technique for doing this
ate Feedback Assessment Technique) that allows the group

Collaborative learning is generally characterized by students

to see if they got the answer correct on the first try (5 points),

working in groups in some sort of learning activity. The basic

second try (3 points), or third try (1 point). Each group only

concept is that they will be able to help each other learn better

gets one scratch-off sheet. The groups hand in their IFAT

than if they were to study alone. One dilemma for the instruc-

sheets which are scored and the group score is added to the

tor is that collaborative learning requires group participa-

individual score for the knowledge test.

tion but individual accountability on the part of the student.
Students who come to group activities prepared to discuss

Teams are now given a critical thinking task that has them

the topic, or engage in the activities are going to be able to

apply the material to a problem that does not necessarily

contribute more than students who do not prepare.

have a correct or incorrect answer. The teams can then present their answers and give a rationale for their solution. A

So, how do you encourage students to come prepared? The

website devoted to Team-based Learning can be found at the

answer is to grade both group performance and individual

University of Oklahoma website.

performance. In Michaelsen’s (2002) book, Team Based
Learning, he suggests a method where the students study the

There is some research evidence that this approach supports

material outside of class. (Michaelsen suggests you use the

critical thinking (Gokhale, 1995). Gokhale found that individ-

term team as opposed to group. Teams stay together and

uals in teams working collaboratively did no better than in-

are permanent. Teams suggest a sense of purpose and

dividuals working alone on factual knowledge, but they were

direction.)

significantly better on problems requiring critical thinking.

When the students get to class, they take, as individuals, a
readiness assessment test (RAT) over the material they were
assigned to read. This is generally a multiple choice test over
the reading content, which is collected when they finish.
When everyone finishes, the pre-assigned group gets to-
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The Activity

• Debrief the assignment, giving everyone feedback about
their responses, and elaborate on the topic being taught.

• Assign the students to diverse (heterogeneous) teams of
five to seven.
• Have a practice reading and readiness assessment test
(RAT) session, so students understand the procedure.
• Have them decide how their grades will be determined
(see Michaelsen).
• Divide the course into five or six units (two to three text
chapters) – each to be initiated with a readiness assessment test (RAT).
• Prepare out-of-class assignments for the course.
• Prepare five questions over the reading that assesses the
student’s knowledge of what the reading said – this is the
readiness assessment test (RAT).
• Prepare one or two “critical thinking” questions for each
unit that take the reader into interpreting what it was

Case Studies
The Intention
Gleaned from real life, cases can help students explore the
use of theory in practice. Students will learn to analyze,
articulate their point of view, listen to others, bring about
consensus, summarize, and then present their findings in
several formats.

The Activity
• Cases must be found or written that relate to your
learning objectives.
• After being assigned for students to read, cases can be
used in several ways:

the content implies – if you can come up with multiple
plausible options, so much the better.
• At the start of each unit give the five-question RAT – collect the individual papers.
• Have teams of three to five students convene and take
the RAT again as a group – hand it in for a group score or
use the Immediate Feedback Assessment Test (IFAT).
• Let the groups discuss the critical assessment questions
until they have a group response then have all the groups

Class Discussions
• As always, you should begin the first use of case studies
with guidelines for constructive discussion and criticism
of other’s ideas.
• Begin by providing students with questions they can use
to examine the case; after studying one case, students
can use the case as a model on how to proceed with other
case studies.

explain their responses. Students at this point may challenge items on the test.
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Debates
• Many cases describe circumstances that will lead to a
decision. Often there is not a “correct” decision. This type
of environment is the perfect setting for debate.
• Use groups to debate the sides (there may be more than
two) of the issue.
• Set up observers as judges and instruct them. Set other
observers as timers.

• Use the resources of members of the group.
• Help students learn to think in ways that are particular to
the discipline.
• Gain acceptance for information or theories counter to
previous beliefs of students.
• Get prompt feedback on how well objectives are
being accomplished.

The Activity

• To make observers even more active, ask them to add
additional points to the debate that were
not covered.

Class Discussions
The Intention
Discussions provide opportunities for students to demonstrate their knowledge of what they are learning in the
classroom, as well as allowing for clarification, questions, and

Open-ended discussion
If the objective is to promote critical thinking, curiosity about
the topic, or tolerance for opposing viewpoints, open-ended
discussions are most appropriate.
• Use broad questions to get the discussion started, but
students formulate the majority of questions and have
more control of the discussion.
• Allow ample time for all students to respond and

expressions of opinion. As the instructor, you can provide

encourage a lateral rather than teacher-directed

immediate feedback and correct misunderstandings. Discus-

response pattern.

sions can be used to:
• Help students learn to identify and evaluate the logic

• Mediate the responses, reinforce learning, and redirect
questions based on misconceptions.

and evidence that forms the basis of their own and
others’ positions.
• Give students opportunities to formulate applications
of principles.
• Help students identify and formulate problems using
information gained in reading or lectures.
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Suggestions for Successful Discussions

• Ask a relatively open question such as, “What are your

Planning

• A good way to pose a controversial issue is to first ask

• In your syllabus, emphasize that discussion will be an
important part of the course.
• Define the criteria for receiving full credit for class
participation, including such items as “integration of
class experiences and materials, the development of
pertinent ideas, insights, or points of view, the sharing
of exemplary experiences, asking of crucial questions, or
building on provocative points made by others” (BarnesMcConnell, 1978, p. 67).
• Define clear objectives for the discussion.
• Schedule a discussion a few weeks into the semester.
By then you may know who can be called on to take a
stand, summarize, clarify, or be used to move the
discussion along.

Initiating
• Develop a strategy for beginning the discussion or restarting it should it bog down: Will you call on a particular student to begin the process or ask for a volunteer?
(The larger the class, the more likely it is that participa-

immediate reactions to…?”

by a show of hands how many students take one side
or the other.
• To control the discussion, ask for five statements of
evidence or argument from each side, then statements of
rebuttal. Write these statements on the board.
• Play devil’s advocate when a class comes too quickly to
agreement on a complex issue. But always debrief students when the discussion is over on the reasons why you
took the opposing position.
• Offer an example if the problem you have posed appears
too abstract. “Let me describe an example of how. . . “
• Allow sufficient wait time. Wait at least 10 seconds before
rephrasing the question. Research indicates instructors
rarely wait long enough for students to think and formulate their responses.
• Know the material. Be ready to deal with nuances and
unexpected new interpretations and perspectives from
the students. Decide the important facts, concepts,
formulas, relationships, chronology, and figures that will
shape the discussion.

tion will have to be encouraged by calling on students.)
• Start with a common experience, a question, or a
controversy. You might provide a concrete, common
experience through a demonstration, film, or
role-playing.
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Guiding

oral responses. Often quiet students will speak up if they
have the words before them. Also, written responses

• As the class discusses, put items on the board or over-

often lead to more reflective discussions.

head transparency.
• Arrange the responses in a way that demonstrates relationships, depth, and possible contradictions (perhaps
by developing a concept map). Write only what you want
the students to recall of the discussion.
• Think of questions that promote discussion, not answers.

Addressing Common Problems
• Ask for responses in writing. To get discussions
going, ask students to respond to a question in writing.
Usually five minutes is enough. Encourage them to be
creative by using the writing as a chance to brainstorm.

Some questions should promote discussion of the “big

Then invite oral responses. Often quiet students will

picture” while others should probe each aspect of

speak up if they have the words before them. Also, writ-

the concepts.

ten responses often lead to more reflective discussions.

• Listen to the answer, to both the words and to the sub-

• Moderate the student who talks too much. Avoid

text of what the student is trying to convey. If the first an-

looking in the direction of the student, as if inviting him

swer does not address the issue at hand, ask a question

or her to answer, even when no one else is responding.

that will direct students to think in a different way.

Try “Let’s hear from someone who has not yet contrib-

• Give and take control. There will be times when you need
to control the direction of the discussion or to diffuse inappropriate remarks. At other times, the discussion must
be allowed to flow without any overt control. A hearty
discussion may not flow linearly, but as long as the
essential points are addressed, do not impose rigidity.
• Move around, going closer to students who are speaking, moving toward students who are not participating
to bring them into the discussion. Move away from those
who try to dominate.
• Ask for responses in writing. To get discussions going,
ask students to respond to a question in writing. Usually
five minutes is enough. Encourage them to be creative by

uted.” Another strategy is to raise the question of participation with the class, e.g., “Would the class be more
effective if the participation were more evenly distributed?” You might also ask one or more members of the
class to act as observers for a few class periods, reporting
back to the class. Perhaps assigning the avid talker to the
observer role would help sensitivity. Another technique is
to talk to the student individually outside of class.
• Use reason to calm the discussion that turns into an
argument. In good discussions conflicts will often arise.
Here are some ways to resolve them:
◊ If the solution depends on certain facts, ask students to provide the authority.

using the writing as a chance to brainstorm. Then invite
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◊ If there is an experimentally verified answer,

• Redirect the student who tries to embarrass the

use the opportunity to review the method by which

instructor. Students may try to gain authority or dimin-

the answer could be determined.

ish your own through comments such as: “How do you

◊ If the question is one of values, use the occasion to
help students become aware of the values involved.
◊ List both sides of the argument on the board.
◊ Take a strong position as moderator, preventing students from interrupting each other or speaking simultaneously. Lay ground rules for discussion,
such as asking students to focus the conflict on ideas
rather than on people and to resist being judgmental.
• Help guide students who make unclear or hesi-

really know that…?” or “You’re not really saying that…?”
Respond by redirecting the attack by saying: “What I’m
saying is…, but now I’d like you to share your perspective.” Turning the question back to the questioner forces
him or her to take responsibility for his or her opinion.

Concluding the Discussion
Good discussions end with a summary so that students know
what important points were covered. The advantage of active
learning techniques such as the discussion is that students

tant comments. Encourage students making unclear

have the opportunity to verbalize course materials for

contributions to give examples or restate points for veri-

them selves and receive feedback in class from the instruc-

fication; encourage hesitant comments by enthusiastic

tor on how well they understood that material. In addition to

nonverbal cues and patience.

showing students why the discussion was important to their

• Right the discussion that goes off track. Stop and

learning, a summary provides the opportunity to fill in points

ask a student to summarize when the discussion appears

that were not covered and to praise the class for the quality of

to go off track. Help students isolate that turning point

their responses.

and suggest how it might be refocused on the issue at
hand.

Adapted with permission from Teaching at The Ohio State
University: A Handbook, Center for Teaching Excellence.

• Postpone the student who attacks. When a student
argues for the sake of argument, an instructor will almost
always lose if he takes the bait. This situation often occurs when an instructor is going over exams or assignments. Simply give the student some recognition while
firmly moving on. Do not discuss the controversial issue
in the classroom; instead, tell the student you will talk
with him or her after class.
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Questioning Sessions

Even when you pitch your questions at a particular level your
students may not answer at the same level. Restating your

The Intention

question while emphasizing the type of answer expected

Using Socratic questioning techniques to proceed through
a lecture, a problem solving session, a demonstration, or
simply as a stand-alone can be an effective active learning
technique. Students learn to process concepts and informa-

might lead students to begin thinking at higher levels. Once
again, when students understand what is expected they will
perform better.
More recommendations for questioning

tion and to articulate that knowledge. Whether the questioning session works depends on how you ask, phrase, and pose

• Focus questions on learning objectives.

the questions.

• Phrase questions clearly and specifically.
• Ask questions geared to the level of students.

The Activity

• Keep questions in sequence.
Forming questions

• Ask questions at different cognitive levels.

To reach the higher levels, you will have to ask question that
go beyond recall.

• Follow up on student responses.
• Give students time to formulate responses.

Comprehension:

Retell

Application:

How is … an example of…? How is …

• Use questions that invite wide participation.
Examples of open-ended questions

related to…?
Analysis:

What are the parts of …? How would

• Why is there an energy crisis?

you compare/contrast … ? What

• What are some of the reasons we don’t use more solar

evidence is there for…?
Synthesis:

What do you predict/infer…? How
would you create/design…? What
would the result be if you combined…?

Evaluation:

What are your points of agreement/
disagreement and why? What crite-

energy to reduce our dependence on oil?
• How does this relate to theories of diffusion and adoption
of innovation?
• Given the medical data before you, how would you go
about diagnosing this patient’s problem?
• Does anyone have a comment on X’s response?

ria would you use to …?
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*Bonwell, C. C., & Eison, J. A. (1991). Active learning: Creating excitement in the classroom. ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Report, No.1. Washington, DC: George Washington
University, School of Education and Human Development

Additional Active Learning Activities

their reflections of a particular research article.
 These may be exchanged among students and a consensus reached for submission to the professor.
• Keeping a journal
Some successful journal activities have students relate
theory to practice, concepts to reality, or show evidence of their learning, individual insights and ques-

Writing
• One-minute papers
Ask students to write on something they should have
learned in class that day, something that is still not
clear, questions they have, the main point of the lecture, critiques of the ideas being presented, or the part
of class that helped them learn more. This can also be
an alternative to calling or checking roll so the time is
a trade-off.
◊ At the beginning or end (or even in the middle) of
class, ask students to submit a one-minute paper.
◊ To limit the size of the responses in large classes, ask
students to write their responses on a 3x5 card.
◊ You or the students can provide feedback during the
next class to selected questions.
• Research summaries or abstracts
Much shorter than a research paper (perhaps one
page), this method can still get the student to do the
research.

tions about course material.
◊ Before you ask students to keep a journal, plan specifically what should be in their journals.
◊ Provide feedback at least three times a semester.
◊ Be selective in the reading of journal entries.
◊ Ask students to organize and mark entries that you
will read.
◊ Or ask them to select their best entry and mark it for
you to read.
• “How to” piece
Have students describe a solution to a problem. This
can help students slow down and organize steps to accomplish something, analyze the relationship between
steps, and begin to critique their own way of telling.
This method can help in mathematics, sciences, or
business to include those students whose writing skills
may be better than their skills in these other areas.
◊ Ask students to write complete instructions about
“How to…”

◊ Ask students to write a summary, analysis, and/or
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◊ Give one student’s instructions to another student

Lecturing

and ask him or her to follow the instructions
as written.
◊ Let the class decide if adequate instructions
were given.

Visual-based Learning
Outlining, flow charts, webs, and concept maps

Intentional errors
• Make an intentional error in class. You can usually make
the error that is commonly made by students.
• Continue into absurdity until students question and
correct you.

Collaborative Learning

Charts, diagrams, webs, maps, as well as pictures, can be
used as visual examples of abstract concepts. Concept maps,
in particular, are concerned with relationships among ideas.

• Collaborative writing
◊ A collaborative writing assignment can be organized

They help students decide the important points and how they

in several ways. Try to avoid giving one person all the

relate to each other.

work. One example might be to get a group to break

• Ask students, individually or as groups, to develop one of
these visual structures.

down a writing assignment into parts; each student
writes his or her part and then brings it to the group
for compilation and editing.

• Members of groups can be asked to come to a consensus
and present one form to the class.
• These can also be shared, discussed, and synthesized into
one in class.
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Resources for Active Learning
The following is just a sampling of resources you can find on
Active Learning. An Internet search of Active Learning will
return thousands of references. Use the resources listed here
to get you started in your search.

Broad Overviews
• Bonwell, C., Eison, J., & Bonwell, C. C. (2000). Active
learning: Creating excitement in the classroom. (ASHEERIC Higher Education Report Series (AEHE)). Washington, DC: George Washington University.
• Frederick, P. J. (1987, Winter). Student involvement:
Active learning in large classes. New Directions for
Teaching and Learning: Teaching Large Classes
Well, (32), 45-56.
• Gibbs, I., & Harland, J. (1987). Approaches to teaching in colleges of higher education. British Educational
Research Journal, 13 (2), 159- 173.
• Heide, A., Henderson, D., & Neale, L. (2001).
Active learning in the digital age. Portsmouth,
NH: Heinemann.
• Meyer, C., & Jones, T. B. (1993). Promoting active learning: Strategies for the college classroom. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass.
• Michael, J. A. & Modell, H. I. (2003). Active learning in
secondary and college science classrooms: A working
model for helping the learner to learn. Mahwah, NJ: L.
Erlbaum Associates.
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• Provitera-McGlynn, A. (2001). Successful beginnings for
college teaching: Engaging your students from the first
day. Madison, WI: Atwood Publishing.
• Schon, D. (1983). The reflective practitioner: How professionals think in action. NY: Basic Books.
• Silberman, M. L. (1996). Active learning: 101 strategies
to teach any subject. Boston: Allyn & Bacon.

Technology, Multimedia, and E-learning
• Atkins, M., & Blissett, G. (1992, January). Interactive
video and cognitive problem-solving skills. Educational
Technology, 32 (1), 44- 50.
• Bates, T., & Poole, G. (2003). Effective teaching with
technology in higher education: Foundations for success. San Francisco: Jossey- Bass.
• Cambridge, B. L., Kahn, S., Tompkins, D. P., & Yancey,
K. B. (Eds.). (2005). Electronic portfolios: Emerging
practices in student, faculty, and institutional learning.
Sterling, VA: Stylus.
• Campbell, K. (2004). E-ffective writing for
e-learning environments. Hershey, PA: Information
Science Publishing.
• Falk, D. R., & Carlson, H. L. (1992, September). Learning to teach with multimedia. Technological Horizons in
Education Journal, 20 (2), 96-100.
• Green, T. D., & Brown, A. (2002). Multimedia projects in
the classroom: A guide to development and evaluation.
Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press.
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• Ivers, K. S., & Barron, A. E. (2005). Multimedia projects

• Barnes, L. B., Christensen, C. R., & Hansen, A. J. (1994).

in education: Designing, producing, and assessing. (3rd

Teaching and the case method: Text, cases, and

ed.). Westport, CT: Libraries Unlimited.

readings. (3rd. ed.). Boston, MA: Harvard Business

• Howles, L., & Pettengill, C. (1993, June). Designing
instructional multimedia presentations: A seven-step

School Press.
• Berger, M. (1983). In defense of the case method: A

process. Technological Horizons in Education Journal,

reply to Argyris. Academy of Management Review,

20 (11), 58-61.

8, 329-333.

• Jurkiewicz, K. (1990, March). Using film in the humani-

• Finch, B. J. (1993, May). A modeling enhancement to

ties classroom: The case of Metropolis. English Journal,

teaching with cases. Journal of Management Education,

79 (3), 47-50.

17 (2), 228-235.

• Ronchetto, J. R., Buckles, T. A., Barath, R. M., & Perry,

• Grosse, C. U. (1988). The case study approach to teach-

J. (1992, Spring). Multimedia delivery systems: A bridge

ing business English. English for Specific Purposes,

between teaching methods and learning styles. Journal

7, 131-136.

of Marketing Education, 13, 12-21.
• Schneider, D. (1980). An annotated bibliography of

• Hancock, M. R. (1993, December). Exploring the meaning-making process through the content of literature

films and videotapes for college mathematics. Washing-

response journals: A case study investigation. Research

ton, DC: Mathematical Association of America.

in the Teaching of English, 27 (4), 335-368.

• Serey, T. T. (1992, August). Carpe diem: Lessons about

• Kleinfeld, J. (1991, April). Changes in problem solving

life and management from Dead Poets Society. Journal

abilities of students taught through case methods. Paper

of Management Education, 16 (3), 374-381.

presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educa-

• Shank, M., Young, J. A., & Lynch, J. (1992, Fall). Teaching to the beat: The pedagogical value of music videos.
Journal of Marketing Education, 13, 30-39.

Using Case Studies

tional Research Association, Chicago, IL. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 334154).
• Naumes, W., & Naumes, M. J. (2006). The art and craft
of case writing. (2nd ed.). Armonk, NY: M. E, Sharpe.
• Schaupp, D. L., Ponzurick, T. G., & Schaupp, F. W. (1992,

• Argyris, C. (1980). Some limitations of the case method:

Spring). The right choice: A case method for teaching

Experience in a management development program.

ethics in marketing. Journal of Marketing Education,

Academy of Management Review, 5, 291-298.

13, 1-11.
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Using Collaboration

• Duin, A. H. (1984, May). Implementing cooperative
learning groups in the writing curriculum: What

• Adams, D. & Hamm, M. (2005). Redefining education in

research shows and what you can do. Paper presented

the twenty-first century: Shaping collaborative learning

at the 25th Annual Meeting of the Minnesota Council of

in the age of information. Spingfield, IL: C. C. Thomas.

Teachers of English, Mankato, MN. (ERIC Document

• Barkley, E. F., Cross, K. P., & Major, C. H. (2005). Collaborative learning techniques: A handbook for college
faculty. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
• Bassarear, T., & Davidson, N. (1992). The use of small
group learning situations in mathematics instruction as

Reproduction Service No. ED 251849).
• McManus, D. A. (2005). Leaving the lectern: Cooperative learning and the critical first days of students working in groups. Bolton, MA: Anker Publishing.
• Mello, J. A. (1993, May). Improving individual member

a tool to develop thinking. In N. Davidson & T. Worsham

accountability in small group work settings. Journal of

(Eds.), Enhancing thinking through cooperative learn-

Management Education, 17 (2), 253-259.

ing. NY: Teachers College Press.
• Becker, H. J. (1992, September). A model for improving

• Michaelsen, L. K., Knight, A. B., & Fink, L. D. (eds.).
(2004). Team-based learning: A transformative use

the performance of integrated learning systems: Mixed

of small groups in college teaching. Sterling,

individualized/group/whole class lessons, cooperative

VA: Stylus Publishing.

learning, and organizing time for teacher-led
remediation of small groups. Educational Technology,
32 (9), 6-15.
• Beckman, M. (1990, Fall). Collaborative learning:
Preparation for the workplace and democracy? College
Teaching, 38 (4), 128-133.
• Bosley, D. S., Morgan, M., & Allen, N. (1990, June). An
essential bibliography on collaborative writing. Bulletin
of the Association for Business Communication, 53
(2), 27-33.

• Scaglione, J. (1992). Cooperative learning strategies in
the business education curriculum. Business Education
Forum, 46, 15-17.
• Sharmilla, P. F. & Godar, S. H. (eds.). (2006). Teaching
and learning with virtual teams. Hershey, PA: Information Science Publishing.
• Tu, C. (2004). Online collaborative learning
communities: Twenty-one designs to building an
online collaborative learning community. Westport,
CT: Libraries Unlimited.

• Daly, J. P., & Worrell, D. L. (1993, May). Structuring
group projects as miniature organizations. Journal of
Management Education, 17 (2), 236-242.
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Using Debate

• Shmaefsky, B. R. (2005). MOS: The critical elements of
doing effective classroom demonstrations. Journal of

• Berdine, R. (1987). Increasing student involvement in the

College Science Teaching, 35 (3), 44-45.

learning process through debate on controversial topics.
Journal of Marketing Education, 9 (3), 6-8.
• Bucy, M. C. (2006). Encouraging critical thinking
through expert panel discussions. College Teaching, 54
(2), 222-224.
• Dundes, L. (2001). Small group debates: Fostering critical thinking in oral presentations with maximal class
involvement. Teaching Sociology, 29 (2), 237-243.
• Hovanec, C. (1989). The classroom debate: A stimulus
for listening, speaking, and arguing. In P. Phelan (Ed.),
Talking to learn (pp.98-104). Urbana, IL: National
Council of Teachers of English.
• Johnson, D. W. & Johnson, R. (1985). Classroom conflict: Controversy versus debate in learning
groups. American Educational Research Journal,
22 (2), 237-256.
• Leow, R. P. (1995). Ideas: Let’s debate! Hispania,
78 (1), 167-168.

Using Demonstrations

Using Discussion
• Barnes-McConnell, P. (1978). Leading Discussions. In O.
Milton & Assoc. (Eds.), On College Teaching, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
• Bender, T. (2003). Discussion-based online teaching to
enhance student learning: Theory, practice, and assessment. Sterling, VA: Stylus.
• Brookfield, S. D. & Preskill, S. (2005). Discussion as a
way of teaching: Tools and techniques for democratic
classrooms. (2nd ed.). San Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
• Cobb, P., Yackel, E., & Wood, T. (1992, February). Interaction and learning in mathematics classroom situation.
Educational Studies in Mathematics, 23 (1), 99-122.
• Greathouse, L. R., & Karmos, J. B. (1990). Using effective questioning techniques in the classroom. Business
Education Forum, 44, 3-4.
• Hesler, M. W. (1987, December). Communication strategies for the multicultural class. Paper presented at the
Annual Meeting of the Speech Communication Associa-

• Chilcoat, G. W. (1989, December). Instructional behaviors to clearer presentations in the classroom. Instructional Science, 18 (4), 289- 314.
• Miller, J. A. (1991, May). Experiencing management: A
comprehensive, “hands-on” model for the introductory
undergraduate management course. Journal of Management Education, 15 (2), 151-169.
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tion of Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 293 176).
• Hyman, R. T. (1980). Improving discussion leadership.
NY: Columbia University Teachers College Press.
• Nettleship, J. (1992). Active learning in economics. Economics, 28 (118), 69-71.
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Using PBL

• Duch, B. J., Groh, S. E., & Allen, D. E. (eds.). (2001). The
power of problem-based learning: a practical “how to”

• Barrows, H. S. (1996). Problem-based learning in medicine and beyond: A brief overview. In L. Wilkerson & W.
H. Gijselaers (Eds.), Bringing problem-based learning
to higher education: Theory and practice (New Directions for Teaching & Learning No. 68). San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass.
• Boud, D., & Feletti, G. (1997). Changing problem-based
learning: Introduction to the second edition. In D. Boud
& G. Feletti (Eds.), The challenge of problem-based
learning (p.1). Great Britain: Biddles Ltd, Guildford and
King’s Lynn.
• Branerjee, H. K. (1994). Handling of a specialist subject
in an integrated problem based learning programme.
In S. E. Chen, R. M. Cowdroy, A. J. Kingsland, & M. J.
Ostwald (Eds.), Reflections on problem based learning
(p. 251). Sydney, Australia: Wild & Wooley Pty, Ltd.
• Brine, J., & Shannon, S. (1994). Consolidating professional skills and developing the confidence of graduating
architects. In S. E. Chen, R. M. Cowdroy, A. J. Kingsland,
& M. J. Ostwald (Eds.), Reflections on problem based
learning (p.203). Sydney, Australia: Wild & Wooley
Pty, Ltd.
• Cambridge, B. L. (1996). The paradigm shifts: Examining
quality of teaching through assessment of student learn-

for teaching undergraduate courses in any discipline.
Sterling, VA: Stylus Publishing.
• Hamilton, N. (1997). Peer review: The linchpin of academic freedom and tenure. Academe, 83 (3), 15-19.
• Melville, D. (1997). Management of a PBL program:
The value of sound evaluative mechanisms. In G. Ryan
(Ed.), Learning assessment and program evaluation in
problem based learning: A monograph. (p.67). Sydney,
Australia: Australian Problem Based Network.
• Torp, L. & Sage, S. (2002). Problems as possibilities:
Problembased learning for K-16 education. (2nd ed.).
Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.

Using Projects
• Gulbahar, Y., & Tinmaz, H. (2006). Implementing
project-based learning and E-portfolio assessment in an
undergraduate course. Journal of Research on Technology in Education, 38(3), 309-327. Retrieved June 27,
2006, from ERIC database.
• Williams, D. L., Beard, J. D., & Rymer, J. (1991, Summer). Team projects: Achieving their full potential.
Journal of Marketing Education, 12, 45-53.

ing. Innovative Higher Education, 20 (4), 287-297.
• Duch, B. (1998). PBL: Preparing students to succeed in
the 21st century. PBL Insight, 1 (2), 3.
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Using Role-Play
• Cote, V. (1987). Teaching oral communication in computer science. SIGCSE Bulletin, 19 (2), 58-60.

Simulations
• Birnbaum, R. (1982, March). Games and simulations in
higher education. Simulation and Games, 13 (1), 3-11.

• Duncombe, S., & Heikkinen, M. H. (1988). Role-playing

• Butler, D. D., & Herbig, P. (1992, Fall). Export to win: A

for different viewpoints. College Teaching, 36 (1), 3-5.

useful international marketing simulation. Journal of

• Harwood, W. S., MaKinster, J. G., Cruz, L., & Gabel,
D. (2002). Acting out science: Using senate hearing to

Marketing Education, 13, 58-63.
• Carrier, M. (1991, June). Simulations in English language

debate global climate change. Journal of College Science

teaching: A cooperative approach. Simulation and Gam-

Teaching, 31 (7), 442-447.

ing, 22 (2), 224-233.

• Herring, D. M. (1985, Summer). Role-playing shows

• Garcia, J. M. (1992, December). Electronic field trips:

pitfalls of quick decisions. Journalism Educator,

Real-world encounters in your classroom. Technological

40 (2), 27-30.

Horizons in Education Journal, 20 (5), 60-62.

• Johnson, E. C. (1985). Role-playing in business

• Hertel, J. P. & Millis, B. J. (2002). Using simulations to

communications. Journal of Education for Business,

promote learning in higher education: An introduction.

61 (2), 60-63.

Sterling, VA: Stylus.

• Lebaron, J., & Miller, D. (2005). The potential of jigsaw

• Klein, R. D., & Fleck, R. A., Jr. (1990, June). Interna-

role-playing to promote the social construction of knowl-

tional business simulation/gaming: An assessment and

edge in an online graduate education course. Teachers

review. Simulation and Gaming, 21 (2), 147-165.

College Record, 107 (8), 1652-1674.
• Luquet, W., & Wetcher-Hendricks, D. (2005). Teaching
social interactions and social structure through party
behavior. College Teaching, 53 (4), 152-154.
• Sellers, S. C. (2002). Testing theory through theatrics.
Journal of Nursing Education, 41 (11), 498-500.

• Smith, E. T., & Boyer, M. A. (1996). Designing in-class
simulations. PS: Political Science and Politics, 29
(4), 690-694.

Using Interactive Writing
• Clark, I. L. (1993, December). Portfolio evaluation, collaboration, and writing centers. College Composition and
Communication, 44 (4), 515-524.
• Coghlan, D. (1993, February). Learning from emotions
through journaling. Journal of Management Education,
17 (1), 90-94.
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• de Lespinasse, D. (1985). Writing letters to clients: Con-

• McMillan, J. H. (Ed.). (1988, Summer). New

necting textbook problems and the real world. Journal of
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